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A Chat with the DJ – Shaun Strudwick 

 
MB..   You Have very kindly agreed to do a mix for the podcast but I feel its 
always good for listeners to get to know you a little with a 5 step Q & A.. 
So we know that you play the deep, melodic and progressive style but when 
did you start to DJ and what made you take the step from punter to player ?? 
(as in the DJ kind) 
 
Answer: For me I have always been interested in DJing even before I started 
going to raves like Dreamscape and World Dance in the early 90s. I finally 
started DJing at home on a pair of Soundlab belt drives that my mate gave me 
back in 1993. Throughout the rest of the 90s and early 00s there were a lot of 
house parties. My first live gig was for a New Years eve party that myself and a 
mate of mine put on in our favourite bar in my home town of Colchester in 
2003.  After that there was an event for Audio Deluxe in London with Canadian 
Greg Benz (Benz & MD) on the line up. 
 
 
MB..  If you can share one musical memory with us, as a DJ or punter, which 
has lodged itself in the memory bank, what is it?? 
 
Answer: There have been a few that stand out – like seeing The Orb at Brixton 
Academy in 1992 which was otherworldly and one of my all time favourite 
gigs. Oakenfold dropping ‘Faithless – Insomnia’ at an underground rave in our 
local university in Colchester and everyone going nuts.  Danny Howells at 
Global Gathering 2004 starting with Strings of Life – and the Sasha set in that 
same Bedrock tent was also phenomenal. As a DJ it would have to be winning a 
DJ comp to play at the Hush Hush Events pres. John Digweed pre-party at 
Leeds in 2017.  I started with this epic Paul Kardos breaks mix of Land of 
Gosheen - followed by a mind blowing edit from Brian Cid called ‘Time on the 
F##king Moon’ – it was awesome hearing those tunes blasting out of the 
speakers. 
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MB..  Tell us about a significant moment in your Dj’ing career?? (A warm up 
slot for a name, release of a track, the moment we asked you to do a mix J !!) 
 
 
Answer: After taking a near decade break from DJing and buying music – time  
spent on raising my eldest son and revisiting classic DJ mixes from the 90s – I 
got back into the sounds of the current scene around 2014. Shortly after I 
discovered the awesome Saturo Sounds online radio station - and after diving 
into the world of digital DJing and recording a few guest mixes for them - in 
2016 I was invited to start my own radio show! I was naturally thrilled and 
jumped at the chance – and so “Quarks & Quaaludes – an Epic house Journey” 
was born.  5 years on and the show is doing amazingly – we have world class 
DJs providing guests mixes every month and my fellow Q&Q resident DJ - 
James Elder - continues to be the consistently best DJ that I know. Good times. 
 
 
MB: What are your 5 all time significantly important and memorable house 
tracks, ever….. The ones which you hear and it takes you to a time and place 
and just makes you smile !!!!! 
 
Answer: hahaha – my top 5 changes regularly but the top 3 will always be the 
top 3: 
 

1. Grace – Not Over Yet (BT’s Sprit Of Grace Mix) [Perfecto] 
2. Reece Project – Direct Me (Sasha’s 3AM Drop Mix) [Nettwork] 
3. Bedrock – For What You Dream Of  (Full On Renaissance Mix) [Stress] 
4. Union Jack - 2 Full Moons & a Trout (Casper Pound 14” Mix) [Rising High] 
5. Gat Décor – Passion (Naked Mix) [Effective Records] 

 
 
MB..  What is your favourite place in the world and what makes it so special to 
you ?? 
 
Answer: Being at home with my family. They are the best. 
 


